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South African assembl of the DS began in 1959. The idea was not just that the cars could be constructed more cheapl ,
and priced more competitivel that wa , but that the could also be made in a form more suitable for local conditions.
South African assembl of the DS began towards the end of 1959 at Natalspruit in the Transvaal, in a building that was
formerl a school. Cars were built in both left and right hand drive form using a CKD s stem of assembl similar to that
then being followed at Slough. In other words, complete caissons and bod units, engines, transmissions and h draulic
s stems were imported direct from France to be fitted together in South Africa, with the cars then being painted,
trimmed and finished using the maximum possible amount of locall -sourced componentr and contents.
Precise production figures have been lost, but sales figures show that in 1959 407 DS models were sold in South Africa,
most of them presumabl coming from the Natalspruit plant, which was operated not b SA Citro n but b Stanle
Motors, a South African owned compan .
Production of the DS19 continued until 1965 when the semi-automatic model was replaced b the ID19 on the
Natalspruit lines. In 1967 the ID19 was in turn replaced b the DS19M manual gearbox model. B 1969, after 10 ears
of South African assembl , sales of D series cars had reached around 7,300 units, although not all of these vehicles were
necessaril built in South Africa as it is known that small numbers of Break, Prestige and Pallas models were imported
from France as special orders.
That ear, South African production moved to the old Jeep factor at Pretoria. But this was merel on a temporar basis
as the following ear it relocated again to the former Rover factor at Port Eli abeth in the Cape Province. B then just
the DS20 and DS20M were being produced; no DS21 was ever built in South Africa, although man dealers or agents
converted DS20 engined cars to DS21 specification b modif ing the c linder head and camshaft. One such conversion
was the DS21 Plus Power, which resulted in a faster top speed than the BMW733i currentl being sold in South Africa.
In 1972, the DS 20/5 manual car was introduced, and in 1973 the DS23 in Pallas trim. In 1972 also, the Citro n
subsidiar compan Citro n South Africa pt was formed in Johannesburg, to take over full responsibilit for
manufacturing and distribution in English-speaking south and east Africa.
As a result of this initiative, in 1973 the GS 1220 went into local production at another Citro n South Africa facilit
located at Pretoria. This proved to be a ver popular car. Known affectionatel as "the little Citro n", around 19,382 units
were built, the last being sold in 1980.
The final South African built DS rolled off the Port Eli abeth production line in 1975, which was then promptl closed. B
this point, the local content had reached 64%. To the end, the South Africans followed British specifications in the
manufacture of the D esse, except in minor matters such as the seats. These were alwa s trimmed in vin l using foam
rubber cushions produced to French specifications - even on the DS23 Pallas versions which was the onl option
available during the final two ears of production.
Altogether some 30,327 vehicles ( 10,944 of them D esses ) had been built b the time that South African assembl of
Citro n finall stopped in 1979 and Citro n South Africa ceased trading. But small numbers of vehicles built in France
continued to be imported for man
ears and numerous examples of the CX, 2CV, D ane, Ami and M hari are still in
evidence there, together with a surprisngl large number of Tractions and D esses. Needless to sa , all these cars are
lovingl cherished b that small band of South African motorists who learned to drive at the wheel of a Citro n and who
remain steadfastl lo al Citroenistes, refusing to own an lesser make of car.
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